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1

Introduction

Computational complexity theory studies how efficiently problems can be solved. This
subsumes the mere analysis of the resource usage of specific algorithms: Problems are
classified according to their inherent (time and space) resource requirement, revealing a
rich structure of relations between these complexity classes. Even practitioners make use
of NP, the class of problems for which solution candidates can be verified in polynomial
time: Showing that a problem p is NP-hard, i.e. at least as hard as the hardest problem in
NP, is an established criterion for the infeasibility of solving p efficiently in the general case.
And NP is even known outside the area of computer science due to one of the most famous1
?
open questions of modern mathematics, whether P = NP, i.e. whether every problem whose
solutions can be verified efficiently can also be solved efficiently.
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Despite their relevance, complexity-theoretic results are seldom if ever proven in all detail,
e.g. relying on the reader’s intuition for the exact implementation or resource bounds of
algorithms. While computability-theoretic results have been successfully mechanised in proof
assistants [15, 6, 23], few mechanisations of even basic complexity theory are available. For
computability theory, synthetic approaches [9, 4] have proved successful, by avoiding the use
of an explicit computational model and relying on the fact that all functions definable in
constructive theories such as Coq’s are computable. Many results in computational complexity
theory, on the other hand, inherently require proofs with respect to a concrete model of
computation, for two reasons: First, the resource analysis of “programs” needs to be carried
out with a reasonable resource model that is connected to the definitions of complexity
classes, which rules out a synthetic approach. Secondly, many structural results involve
universal quantifications over problems in certain complexity classes, necessitating the use of
properties of an underlying computational model. For instance, showing that a problem p is
NP-complete requires proving that all problems q verifiable in polynomial-time reduce to p
in polynomial time. Thus, the essential requirements for mechanising complexity theory are
to be able to program in a model of computation and to use properties of it.
Related Work. Past mechanisations of computational complexity theory have usually either
assumed an abstract computational model satisfying certain conditions, but have not proved
the existence of such a model, or have focused on merely proving functional correctness of
constructions from complexity theory, without connecting the result to a cost model proved
reasonable.
Asperti [2, 1] axiomatically proves the hierarchy theorems and Borodin’s gap theorem
in the setting of reverse complexity theory using the proof assistant Matita, in an effort to
determine the minimal assumptions on a computational model needed to obtain the theorems.
Gamboa and Cowles [16] verify the construction of the Cook-Levin theorem for Turing
machines in ACL2. They define functions counting the steps taken by their implementation,
and, without any computational model, cannot establish any connection to the class NP.
Other attempts [12] have been made at mechanising basic complexity theory using Turing
machines (TMs) as the computational model. Forster et al. [12] implement a multi-tape to
single-tape Turing machine compiler and a universal Turing machine, both with polynomial
time overhead and constant-factor space overhead. They conclude, after implementing a
framework for programming TMs consisting of 19K lines of Coq code, that “TMs as model of
computation are inherently infeasible for the formalisation of any computability or complexity
theoretic result”, owing to the non-compositionality and low-level structure of TMs. Instead,
they conjecture that using a λ-calculus as model of computation may prove more successful.
Key Idea: L for Complexity Theory. We follow the idea of using a λ-calculus and choose
the call-by-value λ-calculus L [15] as our model of computation. One big overhead of
mechanised complexity theory is the verification and resources analysis of algorithms in
the model of computation. It is simple to compositionally program in L since inductive
datatypes and recursive functions can be encoded systematically, similar to functional
programming languages. We use the certifying extraction mechanism from Coq to L by
Forster and Kunze [10] to prove computability and semi-interactively deduce the running
time of algorithms. This allows us to program and verify algorithms using the usual comforts
of Coq, automatically establish computability in L, and derive resource bounds in Coq almost
completely without descending into the computational model.
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L has been shown to be a reasonable computational model [11], in the sense of the
invariance thesis of Slot and van Emde Boas [26]: TMs and L can simulate each other with a
polynomial overhead in time and a constant-factor overhead in space for decision problems.
Thus, one obtains the same polynomial-time complexity classes for L as for TMs, which
justifies using L for the mechanisation of complexity theory. The two key requirements for
mechanising structural results are thus elegantly satisfied by L.
Overview. In this paper, we formalise the basics of polynomial-time complexity theory for
L, namely the classes P and NP, as well as the notions of NP-hardness and NP-completeness.
As a first example of using L for complexity theory, we mechanise the popular Cook-Levin
theorem in Coq. This theorem essentially founded the class of NP-complete problems when
it was independently discovered by Cook [7] and Levin [21] in 1971. In the formulation by
Cook, the satisfiability problem of Boolean formulas SAT is shown NP-complete.
The importance of the Cook-Levin theorem lies not in proving that specifically SAT is
NP-complete, but that a natural, machine-independent problem is NP-complete. Once such a
problem p has been shown to be NP-complete, it is relatively easy to derive NP-completeness
of other problems by reduction from p.
In contrast, in any machine model one can usually define a generic NP-complete problem
which is machine-dependent and usually straightforward to prove NP-complete. Essentially,
the existence of an input accepted by a polynomial-time-verifier is reformulated as a problem
on triples of a program (the verifier), a size bound, and a time bound.
Usually, the proof of the Cook-Levin theorem proceeds by reduction from a generic
problem. Specifically, for L this would require us to encode the computation of L-terms using
Boolean formulas. As λ-calculi have a very much non-local computational structure due to
variable binding, formally verifying a direct encoding seems intractable.
On the other hand, encodings of TMs are conceptually simple (though still technically
challenging): single-tape TMs can only locally change a constant amount of data in each
step of computation. Therefore, we use TMs as an intermediate problem: L is encoded using
TMs (employing previous related mechanisations [12, 13]) and in turn TMs are encoded as
Boolean formulas. The expressivity of TMs seems better-suited than Boolean formulas for
an encoding of L-computations. The full reduction is still computed and analysed in L. TMs
serve only as an intermediate construct.
Definitions, lemmas, and theorems in this document are hyperlinked with the documentation of the Coq development; the links are marked by the symbol .
Contribution. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
1. We mechanise the theory of polynomial-time complexity for L, in particular the notions
of polynomial-time computability, NP, NP-hardness, and NP-completeness,
2. and provide the first mechanisation of a structural result in complexity theory, namely the
Cook-Levin theorem, that includes a running time analysis with respect to the reasonable
computational model L, without any axioms.
3. Our reduction from Turing machines to SAT neatly factorises and formalises a textbook
proof by Sipser [25].
4. We have developed techniques and automation to make time resource analyses on top of
the L extraction framework [10] more feasible.
Structure. Section 2 introduces notation and type-theoretic preliminaries, as well as the
most important aspects of TMs. We then continue with a detailed account of our basic
complexity definitions in Section 3. Section 4 contains a high-level overview of the reduction
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and the involved problems. Section 5 and Section 6 elaborate on some details of the reductions.
Section 7 gives a general overview of the mechanisation and in particular the mechanisation
of resource analyses. Finally, we discuss our results and future work in Section 8.

2

Preliminaries

We work in a constructive type theory with inductive types and an impredicative universe of
propositions P as implemented in Coq.
The basic inductive types we use are the Booleans B ::= true | false, the unit type 1 ::= (),
the natural numbers N ::= 0 | S n for n : N, product types X × Y , and sum types X + Y .
π1 and π2 denote the projections out of the product type. Given a type X, we further
define options O (X) ::= ∅ | ⌊x⌋ and lists (or strings) X ∗ ::= [] | x :: A for x : X and
A : X ∗ . On lists we employ the standard notation for membership x ∈ A, inclusion A ⊆ B,
concatenation A ++ B, and length |A|. The notation A[i, j] is used to denote the sublist of A
from positions i to j (inclusive), possibly having less than j − i + 1 elements if the indices
are (partially) invalid. [a, b] denotes the list of numbers between a and b (inclusive, possibly
empty). [ f a | a ∈ A ] is the list obtained by mapping f over A.
We say that a type X is discrete if there is a function X → X → B deciding equality.
We say that a type X is finite if it is discrete and there is an exhaustive list of elements
[x0 , . . . , xn ]. In this case, we may write {x1 , . . . , xn } for X. In particular, we will use the
letters Σ, Γ to denote finite types representing alphabets.

Turing Machines. We use the formalisation of deterministic, two-sided infinite TMs by [3]
and the mechanisation by [12]. Unlike standard presentations, the tape alphabet Σ does
not feature a distinguished blank symbol, so a tape contains one continuous sequence of
non-blank symbols. Although we make use of multi-tape machines, for this exposition we
restrict our attention to single-tape machines. We assume a type of tapes TapeΣ with
operations left , right : TapeΣ → Σ∗ giving the parts of the tape left and right of the head,
as well as current : TapeΣ → O (Σ) yielding an optional symbol under the head. |tp|
denotes the number of symbols on a tape tp.
A Turing Machine M : TMΣ is a tuple (Q, q0 , δ, halt) consisting of a finite type of
states Q, an initial state q0 , a transition function δ : Q × O(Σ) → Q × O(Σ) × Move,
where Move ::= L | N | R, and a function determining the halting states.
A
′
′
configuration is a pair (q, tp) of a state and a tape. We use the notation (q, tp) ≻ (q , tp )
for configuration changes according to δ and write (q, tp) ▷≤t (q ′ , tp′ ) for ≤ t steps where
additionally halt(q ′ ) = true.

3

Polynomial-Time Complexity Theory in L

L [15], the underlying model of computation in this work, is a standard untyped λ-calculus
with weak call-by-value reduction ≻. This section presents the relevant definitions for L and
the definitions of standard notions of polynomial-time complexity theory, adapted to L as
the computational model.
Its terms s, t : Ter ::= x | λx.t | s t feature lambda abstractions and applications (the
formalisation uses de-Bruijn indices instead of named variables). We use ∥s∥ to denote the
(syntactic) size of a term s. The reduction relation ≻ is uniformly confluent [15], meaning that
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each reduction path to a normal form has the same length2 . This allows us to speak about
the number of steps that a terminating term takes. Many types X can be encoded as L-terms
by defining an encoding function ⌜·⌝ : X → L. Inductive first-order datatypes (like Peano
numbers and lists) can be represented systematically using the Scott encoding [15, 22, 19],
to which we will default from now on.
The following definitions that are parametric over types X, Y have the implicit requirement
that these types are L-encodable. Note that whenever using a notion from this section, the
precise encoding used is an important part of the statement, e.g. the addition of binary
numbers can be performed more efficiently than the addition on a unary encoding.
As the time measure, we use the number of β-reduction steps to a normal form, which
has been shown to be a reasonable computational model [5]. Forster and Kunze [10] have
mechanised a notion of L-computability with running time for meta-level functions that can
be encoded as L-terms. We refer to this work, and use this notion slightly informally here.
▶ Definition 1 (Polynomial Boundedness). We say that a function f : N → N is polynomial
if there exists k : N such that for sufficiently large n, we have f n ≤ k · nk . We say that a
function g : N → N is polynomially bounded if there exists a monotonic, polynomial function
f with ∀x.g(x) ≤ f (x).
The monotonicity requirement in the definition eases formal reasoning by allowing rewriting
in the function argument.
Definition 2 (Polynomial-time Computability). A function f : X → Y is polynomial-time
computable, if there exists t : N → N such that
f is L-computable in time λx.t ∥⌜x⌝ ∥,
t is polynomially bounded, and
the result size is polynomially bounded by the input size, i.e. there is a polynomial p with
∥⌜f x⌝ ∥ ≤ p∥⌜x⌝ ∥.
We use the term size of the (Scott) encoding, ∥⌜·⌝ ∥, as the input size of computations.
Note that the last requirement of Definition 2 is non-standard: For TMs, this condition
holds automatically due to the known “time-bounds-space” lemma of TMs, while for L, a
computation can produce terms of a size exponential in the number of reduction steps [11].
Definition 3 (P). A decision problem p : X → P can be decided in polynomial time, written
p ∈ P, if there exists f : X → B such that f is polynomial-time computable and f decides p,
i.e. p x ↔ f x = true for all x.
We define NP using the well-known characterisation via deterministic certificate verifiers [24, p. 181], instead of e.g. extending L to support non-deterministic computations.
Definition 4 (NP). A decision problem can be verified in polynomial time, written p ∈ NP,
if there exists a verifier relation R : X → Ter → P and a certificate size bound f : N → N
such that
1. λ(x, y).R x y is polynomial-time decidable (we call this decider verifier),
2. R x y implies p x,
3. p x implies R x y for some y with ∥⌜y⌝ ∥ ≤ f ∥⌜y⌝ ∥, and
4. f is polynomially bounded.

2

A single reduction step is not deterministic as there is no enforced order of evaluation in applications.
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Generic Problem for L (GenNP)

CNF SAT (SAT)

compile term to abstract program

Tseitin transformation
Formula SAT (FSAT)

Abstract Heap Machine (LMGenNP)

encode bits using Boolean variables

interpret using TM
Turing Machines (mTMGenNP)

Binary Covering Cards (BCC) on {0, 1}

multi-tape to single-tape compiler
1-tape Turing Machines (TMGenNP)

string homomorphism
Covering Cards (CC) on arbitrary Σ

tableau construction
Figure 1 Chain of reductions from GenNP to SAT.

Note that this definition (unlike [24]) does not require the verifier to reject certificates which
are too large, i.e. exceed the polynomial bound. This simplifies the verifier relation and
implementation in formalised NP-containment proofs, as properties on the logical level of
R are less tedious than implementing more tests in the function. Moreover, this definition
only allows L-terms as certificates. This simplifies the formalisation in places where NPcontainment is an assumption (e.g. when proving NP-hardness), as otherwise one would need
to spell out requirements on the certificate type, like efficient enumerability, of the definition
of NP.
In the other direction, when establishing NP-containment, a generalisation allows any
type Y for certificates, as long as its encoding is injective and decodable in polynomial time.
Finally, the notion of polynomial-time reducibility enables us to define the two crucial
notions relating problems to NP.
Definition 5 (Polynomial-time Many-one Reductions). A problem p : X → P reduces to
q : Y → P in polynomial-time, written p ⪯p q, if there exists a polynomial-time computable
function f : X → Y such that p x ↔ q(f x).
Definition 6 (Hardness and Completeness). A problem p : X → P is NP-hard if for all
problems q ∈ NP, q ⪯p p. If additionally p ∈ NP, then p is NP-complete .
The standard closure properties hold, enabling reductions as a useful tool:
▶
1.
2.
3.

Lemma 7.
If p ∈ NP and q ⪯p p, then q ∈ NP.
If p is NP-hard and p ⪯p q, then q is NP-hard.
⪯p is a pre-order.

4

Overview of the Reduction

The hard part of proving the Cook-Levin theorem is the NP-hardness proof of SAT, on which
we focus in this paper. For this, we construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from
a generic problem, which can be easily shown NP-hard, to SAT. Our reduction factorises
in several intermediate problems, of which we give a brief overview in this section. For the
most interesting parts, we give more technical details in Sections 5 and 6.
It turns out that for different models of computation, so-called generic NP-hard problems
are of interest in this reduction chain: They ask the question whether, for the input triple
(P, k, t) : Prog × N × N, there is a certificate c such that the program P halts on input c in no
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more than t time steps and such that k bounds the size of c. The exact notions of programs,
inputs, size, and time differ per concrete model of computation. The generic problem for L
can be shown NP-hard quite easily, as its definition lines up nicely with NP.
Our full reduction chain can be divided into two segments (Figure 1): First we reduce
the generic NP-hard problem for L to a generic NP-hard problem for (single-tape) TMs. In
a second step, single-tape TMs are encoded as Boolean formulas. While this second step
closely follows the idea of a common textbook construction [25], our proof neatly separates
different aspects of the construction into different reductions. One important detail is that L
is used to implement all the reduction functions, as mentioned earlier. The reason for still
having TMs as an intermediate problem is that their computational structure is much more
local than that of L, simplifying the encoding as a formula.
Generic Problem for L. The generic problem for L, GenNP, asks, for the input triple (s, k, t),
whether there exists a list of Booleans bs, the certificate, such that (1) the term s applied to
the encoding ⌜bs⌝ halts in no more than t steps and (2) the encoding of bs is smaller than k.
The definition of NP allows to easily establish NP-hardness of this problem, see Section 5.
Instead of directly reducing the generic problem for L to TMs, we employ an abstract
heap machine as an intermediate step: It is a stack machine for L that has built-in structure
sharing due to the use of closures and an explicitly modelled heap, similar to the one used
by Forster et al. [11]. The reduction from GenNP to the generic problem for this abstract
machine, LMGenNP, uses the fact that the abstract machine implements L with a linear
factor overhead in time.
Reducing to Turing Machines. The next step is to encode the heap machine using a
multi-tape TM, for which we use the interpreter by Forster et al. [13]. The TM (i.e. state
space and transition function) produced by the translation is fixed, i.e. this is an interpreter,
not a compiler.
The most difficult part here is that the generic problem for multi-tape TMs, mTMGenNP,
uses an arbitrary tape as certificates, while the L-problems use a list of Booleans. Therefore,
we need to define and verify a TM that performs some preprocessing: Each possible TMencoding of an L-encoding of a list of Booleans must be the result of this TM on some tape,
and this TM never produces something that does not encode a Boolean list.
We now use an existing translation from multi-tape to single-tape TMs [12] to reduce
from mTMGenNP to the generic problem for single-tape TMs, TMGenNP: Instances are
dependent tuples (Σ, M : TM, in : Σ∗ , k : N, t : N), where Σ is a finite tape alphabet and M
is a (two-sided) single-tape machine over Σ. An instance is a yes-instance if there exists a
certificate cert : Σ∗ with |cert| ≤ k such that M halts on in ++ cert in ≤ t steps.
Reducing to SAT using Covering Cards. For the reduction from TMGenNP to a Boolean
formula, we follow the textbook proof by Sipser [25] at a high level. The key idea is to make
use of the well-known “time-bounds-space” fact for TMs. From the fixed input part in, the
maximum certificate size k, and the time bound t we can determine a maximum amount of
space s the TM may use. All of the machine’s computation can be layed out in a tableau of
t + 1 lines and width s, with each line representing one configuration of the machine and
each cell containing an encoding of a tape symbol or the state, see Figure 2. We need a
special blank symbol ␣ filling the space not currently in use by the TM. The state symbol,
initially q0␣ , not only contains the state q0 but also marks the head’s position and contains
the current symbol under the head. Eventually, this tableau determines the layout of the
Boolean formula.
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#
#
#
t+1

␣

...

␣ q0␣ σ1 . . .

σl

␣ ... ␣ #

1st config

# 2nd config
# 3rd config

..
.

..
.

#

#
s = O(k + |in| + t)

Figure 2 The tableau of configurations. Each line is delimited by #.

Exploiting the local computational structure of TMs, we constrain succeeding lines of
the tableau locally with covering cards of 3 by 2 symbols to enforce valid configuration
changes. At each possible offset of two succeeding lines, a card matching the symbols at that
position needs to exist. Importantly, the cards need to overlap, which allows to express global
constraints using only local cards. The set of cards available encodes the valid transitions
the TM can take. Cards can be re-used.
Instead of directly encoding this tableau as a formula, as is done by Sipser, we introduce
a string-based intermediate problem called Covering Cards ( CC) making the tableau
of configurations and covering cards explicit. This allows us to separately deal with the
construction of the tableau and the TM encoding, reducing the special symbols introduced
by the tableau encoding to a binary alphabet, and finally constructing a Boolean formula.
CC may use arbitrary finite alphabets for the contents of the tableau. This expressivity is
needed for the reduction even if the original TM only uses a binary alphabet, as the tableau
construction needs “control symbols”. As a first step towards encoding this as a Boolean
formula, we reduce to a binary alphabet {0, 1} by replacing every element σ of the alphabet Σ
by a unique binary string of length |Σ|. We call this variant Binary Covering Cards ( BCC).
The next step of the reduction are general Boolean formulas φ featuring conjunction,
disjunction, and negation. The general formula satisfiability problem ( FSAT) has as
instances formulas φ and asks whether there exists an assignment a such that φ is true under
this assignment. BCC can be encoded as a Boolean formula φinit ∧ φcards ∧ φf inal of three
gadgets for the first line of the tableau, the covering cards, and the final substring constraint.
For these formulas, each cell of the tableau can be represented as one Boolean variable due
to the binary alphabet.
However, usual statements of the Cook-Levin theorem reduce to the satisfiability problem
of conjunctive normal forms ( SAT). The formulas produced by the reduction to FSAT are
not yet in CNF and so we transform formulas φ into their normal form. Since the naive way
of implementing this transformation can incur an exponential blowup in the formula size, we
use the well-known Tseitin transformation [27] to obtain a polynomial-time reduction.

5

From L to Turing Machines

In this section, we give some of the details of showing the generic problem for Turing machines
TMGenNP NP-hard. We first show the problem GenNP to be NP-hard. We then give a path
of polynomial-time reductions to TMGenNP.
The generic problem for L, GenNP, asks whether, for a triple consisting of a L-term s,
and two unarily encoded natural numbers k (the size bound for certificates) and t (the time
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bound), there exists a list of Booleans bs with size no greater than k such that s, on the
encoding of bs, halts in no more than k steps3 .
Instead of allowing all triples as possible input, we restrict the definition to a subset of
admissible triples. Formally, the type of GenNP is a subtype, i.e. {x : Ter×N×N | adm x} → P
for some restriction adm : Ter × N × N → P. The reason for this is that later, when reducing
from multi to single-tape TMs, this restriction simplifies the proof.
Definition 8 (Generic NP-complete problem for L). A triple (s, k, t) : Ter × N × N is a
yes-instance for GenNP if there exists a certificate bs : B∗ with ∥⌜bs⌝ ∥ ≤ k such that s ⌜bs⌝
halts in no more than t steps.
For GenNP, the subtype of admissible input triples is restricted to closed abstractions s
satisfying two constraints: If s halts when applied to some certificate, then there is a certificate
of size ≤ k on which s halts. If s halts on a certificate, then it halts in no more than t steps.
Theorem 9. GenNP is NP-hard
Proof. Assume a problem p : Y → P is in NP with verifier v : Y × Ter → B. Let f be a
polynomial-time surjection from B∗ to Ter that in addition is non-wasteful, i.e. can produce
each c : Ter from a boolean list that is not significantly larger than c.
The reduction function to GenNP now maps y : Y to a triple: The first component is
the term s := λx.HaltOnTrue(s′ x), where s′ is the term computing (in polynomial time) the
function λx.v(y, f x), and HaltOnTrue is a combinator that, applied to an encoded Boolean
⌜b⌝ , halts only on true.
The second component, the size bound k, is chosen large enough so that there is a smaller
certificate x iff the verifier v accepts some f x as certificate for y. This can be achieved by
concatenating the size bound for certificates (from the definition of NP) with the size-bound
for f (from f being non-wasteful). The third component, the time bound, can be chosen
large enough by determining the running time function of s′ , and then plugging in k and the
size of y.
We skip over the actual correctness proof, which does not only have to account for two
directions, but also the side conditions. We also skip over the polynomial-time computability
proof in this presentation.
◀
We now reduce from GenNP to mTMGenNPM , a generic problem on multi-tape TMs 4 .
Syntactically, for a fixed n + 1 tape TM M , the inputs to mTMGenNPM are triples consisting
of a n-vector v of tapes, and two unarily encoded natural numbers k (the size bound for
certificates) and t (the time bound). As for GenNP, only a subtype of those are admissible.
Definition 10 (mTMGenNPM ). A triple (v, k, t) : tapen × N × N is a yes-instance for
mTMGenNPM if there exists a tape tc with |tc | ≤ k such that M on input tc :: v halts in no
more than t steps.
For mTMGenNPM , the subtype of admissible input triples is restricted by two constraints:
(1) If M on tc :: v halts when applied to some certificate v, then there is a certificate shorter
than k on which it halts. (2) If M halts on tc :: v, then it halts in no more than t steps.

3
4

The mechanisation generalizes certificates to any type X that is polynomial-time surjectable to Ter .
The mechanisation uses an abstract machine for L as intermediate step, which in hindsight is not the
optimal factorisation, as nothing of interest happens in the first reduction . The better factorisation
is to explicitly separate out a TM evaluating L. Since this focuses on the more interesting parts, we
explain that approach here.
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Compared to the definition of GenNP, we separate the program into two parts: A fixed
n + 1 tape TM M and, as part of the actual input, all-but-the-first tapes v. The reduction
now needs two TMs as key ingredients: A TM CheckCert that transforms the guessed
first tape, containing arbitrary symbols, into all possible encodings of Boolean lists, and a
polynomial-time L-evaluator EvalL , mechanised by Forster et al. [13].
Theorem 11. GenNP reduces to mTMGenNPM in polynomial time for some M .
Proof. For a triple (s, k, t) : Ter × N × N, the reduction function produces a triple (v, k ′ , t′ ) :
tapen × N × N such that v contains an encoding of s. Then, k ′ and t′ are chosen large enough
such that the M we now construct satisfies all side conditions, which is tedious to mechanise
and would be even more tedious to describe here.
The machine M is constructed as follows: It tests if the first tape contains a Boolean
list and runs the simulator EvalL on the application of s (read from v) to the encoding of the
Boolean list. Otherwise, it diverges.
◀
The last step now is a reduction to the generic problem TMGenNP for single-tape TMs,
for which we use the multi-to-single-tape translation by Forster et al. [12].
Definition 12 (TMGenNP). A tuple (Σ, M : TM, in : Σ∗ , k : N, t : N) is a yes-instance for
TMGenNP if there exists a tape tc with |tc | ≤ k such that M halts on in ++ tc in ≤ t steps.
Note that the used tape is a combination of in from the input and the “guessed” certificate.
Theorem 13. For every M , mTMGenNPM reduces to TMGenNP in polynomial time.
Proof. Given a n+1 tape machine M and an instance (v, k, t) of mTMGenNPM , we construct
the instance (Σ, M ′ , in, k ′ , t′ ) for TMGenNP as follows:
M ′ is a single tape machine that basically is the single-tape compilation of M , but we
prepend an auxiliary machine that checks that the tape is the encoding of some n + 1-vector
of tapes, according to the single-to-multi-tape construction we use. M ′ can be hard-coded
and does not have to be computed in L, as M is a parameter5 . in is the proper encoding of
v, for use by M ′ . k ′ is k plus some small constant due to overhead in the encoding of tapes.
t′ is chosen so that M ′ terminates, according to the running time analysis, and polynomial
in k, t and v.
The two restrictions for admissible inputs to mTMGenNPM are crucial for the direction
where one obtains a multi-tape certificate from a terminating run of M ′ : The construction
we use only gives an upper bound for the running time of M ′ in terms of the running time
of M . Therefore, we cannot be sure that only because M ′ halts in no more than k ′ steps,
the multi-tape machine halts in k steps. Using the side conditions, just by the fact that
the multi-to-single tape compiler preserves the halting behaviour, we get the existence of a
certificate with the right bounds.
◀
We omit more details6 and only note that the actual running time analysis of M ′ , and the
poly-time computability proofs of the reduction function are at least an order of magnitude
larger than the parts sketched in this proof.

5

6

A weaker definition of TMGenNP that is parameterised over Σ and M would suffice for our purposes,
but our construction in Section 6 works for the actual, more general definition.
For example that for technical reasons, we have another version of TMGenNP as intermediate step .
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Reducing TMGenNP to SAT

In this section, we focus on the remaining steps to show SAT to be NP-complete, starting
from the NP-hardness of TMGenNP.

6.1

Encoding of Turing Machines using Covering Cards

First, we present a more detailed account of encoding TMs using Covering Cards. The
key steps of this proof are to find an encoding of configurations which is essentially unique
and to construct the covering cards for the TM simulation, such that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between valid CC-steps and TM steps, and to construct a prelude which,
before the TM simulation runs, “guesses” a certificate string in a single CC-step.
Definition of CC. First, we specialise CC to a specific case we call 3-CC. 3-CC instances
are dependent tuples (Γ, in, C , fin, t), where Γ is the finite alphabet for the cells of the
tableau, in : Γ∗ is the first line of the tableau, and t + 1 is the number of lines. C : CΓ ∗
is a list of covering cards consisting of a premise and a conclusion, where CΓ := Γ3 × Γ3 .
Finally, fin : Γ∗ is a constraint on the tableau’s final line st+1 used for encoding that
the TM has halted. An instance is a Yes-instance if there exists a sequence of strings
s0 = in, . . . , st+1 such that s ∈ st+1 for an s ∈ fin, denoting that one of the symbols of
the last line signals halting, and such that si ⇝C si+1 , denoting that every succeeding line
follows validly, at all positions, from the previous one according to the cards C . Formally ,
s ⇝C t := ∀i ∈ [0, w − 3].∃a ∈ C .s[i, i + 2] = π1 a ∧ t[i, i + 2] = π2 a, where w := |in|. Note
that CC does enforce that there is a matching rule for every position, in contrast to rewriting
systems, which would apply a rule at a single position and leave other parts unchanged. We
call this a CC-step from s to t.
The generalisation of 3-CC to CC (needed for the reduction to a binary alphabet) makes
the following changes: the width of the cards, originally 3, becomes a variable ω, the offset at
which cards need to hold, originally 1, becomes a variable o, and the list of final subsymbols
is generalised to a list of final substrings. Abstractly, o symbols grouped together form a
unit and covering cards need to hold only at positions which are multiples of o. Every 3-CC
instance is a CC instance by an easy transformation .
Encoding Configurations. For the rest of this section, we fix a instance (Σ, M, in, k ′ , t) of
TMGenNP. The maximum length the fixed input in and the certificate can have is bounded
by k := |in| + k ′ . We use the metavariables σ : Σ and m : Σ + {␣}. First, we consider how to
deterministically simulate the machine on a given initial input and later deal with “guessing”
a certificate.
A configuration consists of the current TM state, the tape contents, and the position of
the single head. A configuration string s : Γ∗ over an extended alphabet Γ has a fixed width
and encodes a configuration in an essentially unique way. Our encoding features the current
state q and the symbol under the head m combined in a single symbol q m at the exact center
of the string. The tape halves u : Σ∗ to the left and to the right of the head are represented
by the substrings h : Γ∗ left and right of the center symbol. Fixing the state symbol to the
center simplifies the inductive invariants in the presence of two-sided infinite tape machines,
but necessitates that, when the head is moved, the whole tape representation in the string is
shifted.
Figure 3 shows an example of a configuration change, where the head is moved to the
left and thus the tape needs to be shifted to the right. The outer-most character on both
sides is the delimiter #. We denote the amount of space maximally needed by the TM by
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l

z

# ␣ ␣

···

− →
−
# →
␣ ␣

···

z

␣ c q0a b a ␣ ␣
→
− →
− c →
− →
− →
− →
−
␣ ␣ q1 b b a ␣

···
···

␣ ␣ #
→
− →
−
␣ ␣ #

Figure 3 Two successive configuration strings, where Σ = {a, b, c}, q0 is the initial state, and
δ(q0 , ⌊a⌋) = (q1 , ⌊b⌋ , L). The strings are delimited by #.

z := k + t 7 . The tape symbols of the successor string are annotated with polarities p. They
− stay m, and right →
−
m,
m) and are added
denote the direction in which the tape is shifted (left ←
to every tape symbol. Polarities are needed in order to enforce a consistent tape shift across
the whole tape string. A symbol with unknown polarity p is written as mp . We omit the
polarity of a symbol when it is irrelevant.
We define two relations ∼t and ∼c to capture the representation of tape halves and
configurations. The relation ∼t is parameterised by the amount of space n available for the
TM simulation and the polarity p. The empty tape half of length n is represented by E p n ,
defined as E p 0 := [#] and E p Sn := ␣p :: E p n. A general tape half u is represented by u
(n,p)
with an arbitrary polarity p added and trailing blank space, denoted u ∼t
h (with two
blanks added as noted above):
(n,p)

u ∼t

h := |u| ≤ n ∧ h = [ xp | x ∈ u ] ++ E p (2 + n − |u|).

A configuration string is pieced together from three parts, where the left tape string must
be reversed. The polarity is irrelevant, as long as it is consistent:
(q, tp)∼c s := ∃p, l, r.s = rev (l) ++ [q current

tp

(z,p)

] ++ r ∧ left tp ∼t

(z,p)

l ∧ right tp ∼t

r

This relation determines the string representing a configuration uniquely, up to the polarity.
Simulation Cards. As a reminder, the covering cards used for the simulation encode valid
configuration changes through overlaps. We distinguish three types of covering cards that
encode valid configuration changes: cards that are used for shifting the tape, cards that affect
the center state symbol, and cards that replicate a configuration string in case the machine
halts in less than t steps. As most cards need to be applicable independently of the current
tape contents or the polarity, we give rules for creating cards, containing metavariables σi
and mi . Moreover, for their premises we do not give the polarities. In order to obtain the
actual cards, the rules are instantiated with all possible assignments to the metavariables.
For instance, for transitions, three kinds of rules are needed, having the center state symbol
in the left, middle, or right position. The middle position rules for δ(q1 , ⌊σ1 ⌋) = (q2 , ⌊σ2 ⌋ , L)
are:
σ3 q1σ1 m1
−→ q σ3 −
→
m2 2 σ2

␣ q1σ1 m1
→
− q␣ −
→
␣ 2 σ2

One can see that a large number of rules is needed. The full set of rules can be found in the
Coq development. We denote the set of covering cards obtained by instantiating the rules by
Rsim .
7

but we add two further blanks to each side as having at least three symbols in each tape string simplifies
the proofs.
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The next theorem is the main result needed to prove that TM runs are in one-to-one
correspondence with CC-step sequences.
Theorem 14 (Step Simulation).
If (q, tp) ∼c s, (q, tp) ≻ (q ′ , tp′ ) and |tp| < z, then there exists a unique s′ such that s ⇝Rsim s′ .
Moreover, s′ satisfies (q ′ , tp′ ) ∼c s′ .
Proof. Given a configuration string, we split it into the state symbol q m , the left tape half,
and the right tape half.
The state symbol uniquely determines the transition the TM takes. By analysing the
heads hl and hr of the tape halves, we can find out the cards to use at the center. These
cards then uniquely determine the heads h′l and h′r of the successor tape halves. By an
induction, the successor tape halves are therefore fully determined. The coverings can then
be justified separately.
◀
A similar correspondence can be proved for halting configurations. As consequences, we
get soundness and completeness for the simulation of deterministic TMs. Both proofs are
by induction with some intermediate lemmas. The predicate haltingString s denotes that s
contains a symbol q m and halt q = true.
Theorem 15 (Completeness). If |tp| ≤ k, (q, tp) ∼c s, and (q, tp) ▷≤t (q ′ , tp′ ), then there is
s with s ⇝t s′ , (q ′ , tp′ ) ∼c s′ and haltingString s′ .
′

Theorem 16 (Soundness). If (q, tp) ∼c s, |tp| ≤ k, s ⇝t s′ , and haltingString s′ , then there
are q ′ , tp′ with (q ′ , tp′ ) ∼c s′ , (q, tp) ▷≤t (q ′ , tp′ ) and |tp′ | ≤ z.
Nondeterministic Certificate. Finally, we need to generate an initial string that accounts
for the certificate input of the TM. Since the 3-CC instance should be satisfiable iff there
exists a valid certificate, this needs to be encoded using a CC-step. We prefix another line
to the tableau and add additional cards that allow for a non-deterministic successor string
that is used as the initial string of the TM simulation. By making these cards use a disjoint
alphabet , they cannot interfere with the succeeding TM simulation.
Theorem 17. TMGenNP reduces to CC in polynomial time.

6.2

From 3-CC to SAT

For lack of space and since the constructions are conceptually simple, we do not give a more
detailed account of the remaining steps from 3-CC to SAT but instead refer to Section 4 and
our mechanisation. In total, we show the following reductions:
▶
1.
2.
3.

Theorem 18.
CC reduces to BCC in polynomial-time.
BCC reduces to FSAT in polynomial time.
FSAT reduces to SAT in polynomial time.

6.3

NP Containment

For proving SAT NP-complete, we also need to show that SAT ∈ NP, which is far simpler than
the chain of reductions. We construct a standard certificate verifier that takes assignments
as certificates and verify it to run in polynomial-time. Further details are left to the Coq
formalisation.
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Lemma 19 (SAT is in NP). SAT ∈ NP
In total, we now have proved the Cook-Levin theorem:
Theorem 20 (Cook-Levin). SAT is NP-complete8 .
Table 1 Line counts (grouped, counted with coqwc).
Component
Libraries

definitions and frameworks for L and TM, . . .

Complexity Definitions
Problem
Normal Versions
Definitions
(Add.) Flat Versions
GenNP is NP-hard
GenNP to mTMGenNP excl. EvalL
mTMGenNP to TMGenNPexcl. multi-to-single-tape compiler
TMGenNP to CC
CC to SAT
SAT ∈ NP

7

Spec

Proof

17000+

17000+

317
444
325
43
203
264
3470
755
108

675
541
674
230
574
889
4442
2312
297

Mechanisation in Coq

Our development compiles with Coq 8.12.1, without any axioms and with a code size as
denoted in Table 1. We comment on a few challenges involved in the mechanisation.
Flat First-Order Encodings. One of the limitations of the extraction framework of [10]
is that higher-order types and types having propositional components cannot be extracted
directly. For instance, arbitrary finite types, dependent function types, and dependent pairs
are hard to handle generically. We call a particular formulation of a problem P : X → P flat
if X is L-encodable and will also refer to the type of instances X as flat.
Directly formulating all problems discussed in this paper such that their instances are flat
is unpleasant, as that strips away many of the amenities of Coq’s dependently-typed language
which are useful for stating problems. This does in particular affect the generic problems
for TMs and the different variants of CC. Instead, we first formulate a problem P without
paying attention to flatness and use this nice formulation to prove correctness statements.
For the extraction, a separate flat version P ′ is defined, for instance by representing a finite
type Σ by the number of its elements |Σ| and its elements by the natural numbers up to
|Σ|. The functions computing the reduction are defined on the flat versions. To prove their
correctness, a natural notion of agreement to the non-flat definitions is proved.
For the variants of CC, this is straightforward. A flat definition of TMs was already
available in the Coq Library of Undecidable Problems [14].
Encoding Turing machines in CC. A major difficulty in the reduction to CC is the handling
of the covering cards. A large number of rules are needed to generate the cards and to handle
all cases. This is in significant parts due to the fact that blank symbols ␣ are unknown to
8

Actually, we mechanise that even 3-SAT, where clauses are restricted to have size 3, is NP-complete.
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the TMs and have to be handled separately. Theorem 14 splits up into a large number of
cases (100 are non-contradictory) due to cases analyses on the machine’s behaviour and the
local shape of the tape around the head (for selecting the right cards at the center). This is
only feasible using custom Ltac automation (around 160LOC for this theorem), since the
different cases are similar enough that the general strategy is the same, but different enough
that at certain points, key decisions need to be taken depending on the current case and
context. Further custom automation is used to invert the relations ∼t , ∼c and to eliminate
contradictions.
For easing automation, the cards are not directly formalised using lists, but instead using
indexed inductive predicates. This enables an easy use of eauto to justify coverings and
inversions to analyse coverings.
To make an automatic extraction into L and a resource analysis possible with the extraction
framework [10], separate flat versions FlatCC of CC and FlatTMGenNP of TMGenNP are used,
representing the finite type for the alphabet by natural numbers. In particular, a list of flat
cards needs to be computed. In order to transfer the proof of correctness from CC to FlatCC,
functions for computing the cards are parameterised and can be instantiated either with a
finite type or with natural numbers. The proof then first shows that the cards determined
by the indexed inductive predicates and the list-based cards using finite types agree and in a
second step that both instantiations of the list-based cards are suitably equivalent.
Prop vs Type. Definitions like polynomial-time computability contain several components
that are explicitly used in the constructions that we perform, like the explicit running time
or the function bounding the result size. Therefore, our proofs get more concise by modelling
definitions not as propositions, but in Type, which allows to define the projections.

7.1

Resource Analyses

A major part of complexity theory is making sure that the constructions satisfy the required
resource bounds. While this aspect is uninteresting from a formalisation perspective, the
mechanisation of resource bounds is work-intensive and benefits from the right abstractions.
We need to derive not only running time bounds for L computations, but also for their result
size, and similar bounds for the TMs constructed in Section 5.
We define a preorder ≤c on functions, used to give more readable upper bounds.
f ≤c g := Σc′ .∀x.f x ≤ c′ · g x
This definition has many of the desired properties of O notation, like abstraction from
constant factors and the ability to bound a (finite) sum by the largest summands. But in
contrast to “full” O notation, which was mechanised and used by Armaël et al. [17], our
definition is lightweight and covers functions with multiple (uncurried) arguments of arbitrary
type, without the need of a notion of limits or ultrafilters.
We use two notational tricks in Coq: Using coercions and a record we can concisely
express the existence of some function ≤c g in specifications . Using the projection to the
c in the definition of ≤c , we can employ the concrete bound c · g x whenever needed and still
hide the exact value of c.
Intuitive Time Bounds for L. Since L is a low-level machine model, we inevitably need
to connect our analyses to the notions of time for L. Formally, the running time function
simply is a function that computes the number of steps needed for each input. A priori, the
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syntactic representation of this function can be very messy (e.g. recursive), mention many
constants whose exact value is of no interest, and is not expressed in terms of the size of
the input, but the input itself. Deriving concise, intuitive bounds is an important aspect
of our mechanisation. As an example, we consider deriving time bounds for the evaluation
of Boolean clauses (conjunctions of disjunctions of literals) used for the SAT verifier of
Section 6.3. We represent variables by natural numbers, literals as pairs of variables and their
Boolean sign, and clauses as lists of literals. Assignments are lists containing the variables
which are assigned true, all other variables are implicitly false.
v : var := N

l : lit := B × var

C : cla := lit∗

existsb p [ ] := false
existsb p (x :: l) := p(x) | existsb p l

a : assgn := var∗
?

?

Elit a (s, v) := (v ∈ a) = s
Ecla a C := existsb (Elit a) C

Let us assume that we have already analysed Elit . For the time analysis of Ecla , we first
analyse the higher-order function existsb used in its definition. We start with the (simplified)
recurrences generated by the certifying extraction framework of Forster et al. [10], which
are phrased in terms of the number of β-steps of the extracted L-term:
8 ≤ Texistsb (Tf , [])
Tf h + Texistsb (Tf , l) + 15 ≤ Texistsb (Tf , h :: l)
where C is an L-encodable type and Tf : X → N is the running time function of the argument
function f : X → B. Instead of solving this recurrence explicitly for Texistsb , involving
all the constants, we strive for more intuitive bounds in terms of abstract size functions,
such as the length of the list. Therefore, we give a bounding solution Texistsb ≤c Bexistsb for
P
Bexistsb := λ(Tf , C). a∈C Tf a + |C| + 1 which hides the constants.
With this, we derive bounds for Ecla . We make use of the abstract size function maxVar
giving the (encoding size of the) maximum variable used in a clause. Assuming that
TElit ≤c BElit := λa.(|a| + 1) · (maxVar(a) + 1), we compositionally obtain the bound TEcla ≤c
BEcla := λ(a, C).(|C| + 1) · (|a| + 1) · (maxVar(a) + 1) by instantiating the bound for existsb.
To get back to the concrete resource measures of L in the end and obtain bounds in terms
of the encoding size, we simply have to prove that the abstract size functions are bounded in
terms of the encoding size, e.g. that |a| ≤ ∥⌜a⌝ ∥ .
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Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this paper contains the first mechanisation of a complexitytheoretic result all the way down to a computational model. Our experiences seem to support
the conjecture [12] that a λ-calculus is more amenable to mechanising complexity theory
than TMs are. This is in large parts due to being able to automatically generate L-code
from Coq-code, which makes programming and verifying in L simple, and having recurrences
generated in the same process. Still, the resource analysis poses a major overhead over
just verifying the functional correctness of reductions as is done in synthetic computability
theory [9], since we need to derive flat first-order encodings of the problems and of course
analyse the running time of the reduction functions.
It may seem ironic that we started out with a quest to move away from TMs, but ended
up still using them as an intermediate problem in the reduction chain because of their local
computational structure, and because of our experience with mechanising TMs [12, 14]. But
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the techniques we have for poly-time computability proofs in L are vastly superior to the
hypothetical alternative of using TMs as underlying model of computation and verifying
TM-computability of all constructions.
Future work. This work, the NP-hardness of SAT, now enables a variety of fully mechanised
NP-completeness proofs, like the well known 21 NP-complete problems by Karp [20], without
even knowing what a Turing machine is.
We conjecture that many interesting results in computational complexity theory can be
mechanised when phrased in terms of L, as evident by a mechanisation of the time hierarchy
theorem we are working on. We want to explore these possibilities in more detail.
Mechanising the agreement between our definition of NP and a TM-definition of NP
should be straightforward by reusing simulations in L/TMs we already have.
We are interested in understanding how characterisations of P and NP that are independent
from a computational model, like via Fagin’s theorem [8] or certain type systems [18], can be
shown equivalent to our characterisations.
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